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Simple Summary: A significant number of children surviving intra- or juxta-spinal tumors develop
secondary spinal deformities and disabilities. This retrospective non-comparative study focuses on
deformity analysis, age, and skeletal maturity dependent treatment options and results. Patients who
developed severe scoliosis, pathological kyphosis, and/or lordosis were either treated conservatively
or surgically by using growth-friendly spinal implants in younger children or definite spinal fusion
during puberty. Despite severe spinal deformity, some patients were not surgically corrected in order
to preserve mobility through trunk motion or malignant tumor progression. Growth-friendly spinal
implants and spinal fusions were able to significantly reduce pathological curves. The first method,
with bilateral rib-to-pelvis fixation, still allows spinal magnetic resonance imaging or neurosurgical
intervention if needed. Severe ad hoc curve correction enhances the risk of neurological deterioration
because of prior spinal cord impairment. The data of this study may help to improve the individual
patient care.

Abstract: Childhood tumors of the central nervous system (CNS) and other entities affecting the
spine are rare. Treatment options vary from surgical biopsy to partial, subtotal, and total resection,
to radiation, to chemotherapy. The aim of this study is to investigate spinal deformity and subsequent
surgical interventions in this patient cohort. A retrospective review at our institution identified
children with CNS tumors, spinal tumors, and juxta-spinal tumors, as well as spinal deformities.
Tumor entity, treatment, mobilization, and radiographic images were analyzed relative to the spinal
deformity, using curve angles in two planes. Conservative or surgical interventions such as orthotic
braces, growth-friendly spinal implants, and spinal fusions were evaluated and analyzed with
respect to treatment results. Tumor entities in the 76 patients of this study included CNS tumors
(n = 41), neurofibromatosis with spinal or paraspinal tumors (n = 14), bone tumors (n = 12),
embryonal tumors (n = 7), and others (n = 2). The initial treatment consisted of surgical biopsy (n = 5),
partial, subtotal, or total surgical resection (n = 59), or none (n = 12), followed by chemotherapy,
radiotherapy, or both (n = 40). Out of 65 evaluated patients, 25 revealed a moderate or severe
scoliotic deformity of 71◦ (range 21–116◦), pathological thoracic kyphosis of 66◦ (range 50–130◦),
and lordosis of 61◦ (range 41–97◦). Surgical treatment was performed on 21 patients with implantation
of growth-friendly spinal implants (n = 9) as well as twelve dorsal spinal fusions (two with
prior halo distraction). Surgical interventions significantly improved spinal deformities without
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additional neurological impairment. With the increasing number of children surviving rare tumors,
attention should be focused on long-term problems such as spinal deformities and consequent
disabilities. A significant number of children with CNS tumors, spinal tumors or juxta-spinal tumors
required surgical intervention. Early information about spinal deformities and a close follow-up are
mandatory for this patient group.

Keywords: spinal deformity; central nervous system; tumor; children; treatment; intramedullary
spinal cord tumor

1. Introduction

Spinal central nervous system (CNS) tumors, bone or embryonal tumors, neurofibromatosis,
metastasis of vertebral bodies, and thoracic malignancies are rare diagnoses in the pediatric population.
Complete tumor elimination without damaging the surrounding spinal cord permanently is the main
purpose of the treatment. Although survival rate for childhood tumors has continuously increased in
previous decades, tumors involving the spine or spinal cord often impair neurological function, spinal
development, or walking ability.

Progressive spinal deformity as a result of decompression surgery, laminectomy, radiation therapy,
or the tumor itself is a well-described risk in cases with spinal tumors [1–5]. The severity of the
deformity depends on the age of the patient, the number of surgically involved vertebrae, laminectomy
or laminoplasty, and the affected area of the spine [2,3,6]. In addition, progressive spinal deformity in
childhood can lead to limited cardiopulmonary functions known as thoracic insufficiency syndrome [7]
and often requires early surgical interventions to prevent a further progression of deformity [8]. This can
prove quite challenging, as spinal implants can interfere with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to
assess CNS tumor progression. Furthermore, the neurosurgical approach needs to be preserved for
eventual secondary CNS tumor surgery in the future. Using growth-friendly spinal implants such as
the vertical expandable prosthetic titanium rib (VEPTR), devices parallel to the spine with a rib-to-pelvis
fixation [8–12] respect such needs, allowing access to the spinal canal and MRI. Long-term results
of this technique on young paraplegic children with intraspinal tumors, although less favorable in
comparison to its application on neuromuscular scoliosis due to spinal muscular atrophy, have been
described by Lorenz et al. [11].

Definite spinal fusion is usually performed at puberty to avoid curve progression and for
deformity correction [2]. For advanced spinal curves that are combined with an impaired spinal cord
after malignancy, the neurological risks at surgical correction are enhanced [2]. There is a high risk of
neurological complications during surgical correction of severe scoliotic curves due to a tumor-induced
impairment of spinal cord function. The possible risks of spinal cord injuries include any developing
myelopathies caused by severe spinal deformity, hypomochlion-like structures, and tethering. All these
problems should be strictly avoided because chronic spinal cord lesions might occur, which perpetuate
even later after correction surgery. Therefore, the development of severe spinal deformities in this
challenging patient group should be avoided through early intervention [13].

This retrospective, non-comparative study evaluates spinal deformities after childhood spinal
tumors. Different treatment options, subsequent problems, and surgical results are presented
and discussed.

2. Results

The study included 76 pediatric patients (45 male and 31 female) who had a primary diagnosis of
spinal or juxta-spinal tumor at an age ≤ 18 years (Table 1).

The included diagnoses were spinal CNS tumors (n = 41, 54%), neurofibromatosis (n = 14, 18%),
bone tumors (n = 12, 16%), embryonal tumors (n = 7, 9%), and others (n = 2, 3%) (Figure 1). Spinal CNS
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tumors were high-grade in 34% (n = 14) and low-grade in 66% (n = 27) of cases. Bone tumors included
osteoid osteoma, aneurysmal bone cyst, Ewing sarcoma, and spinal osteosarcoma. Embryonal tumors
were mainly neuroblastoma, whereas other tumor entities were sarcoma.

Table 1. Overview of patient characteristics.

Variable Value

Number of Patients 76
female 31
male 45

Tumor Type
spinal CNS (high-grade/low-grade) 41 (14/27)

neurofibromatosis with spinal or paraspinal tumors 14
bone tumor 12

embryonal tumor 7
others 2

Initial Surgical Tumor Treatment
biopsy 5

partial, subtotal or total resection 59
none 12

Malignancy Treatment
chemotherapy 9
radiotherapy 4

combination chemo- and radiotherapy 27
none 37

Spinal Deformity (n = 65)

Scoliosis
none (≤10◦) 31

mild (>10◦; ≤20◦) 9
moderate (>20◦; ≤40◦) 4

severe (>40◦) 21

Kyphosis (n = 40)
within normal range15 16

pathological 24

Lordosis (n = 34)
within normal range15 21

pathological 13

Treatment of Spinal Deformity
none (or brace for stability) 44

growth-friendly spinal implants 9
spinal fusion 12

Out of this group, 64 children (84%) had a surgical intervention after the initial diagnosis. The mean
age at the time of surgery was 9.6 years (SD = 5.9; range 0–18.9) years. The goal of the initial intervention
was either confirmation of diagnosis with a biopsy (n = 5) or partial, subtotal, or total tumor resection
(n = 59). A combination of chemotherapy and radiotherapy was applied in 27 cases (36%), whereas
nine children were treated with chemotherapy alone (12%) and four patients with only radiotherapy
(5%). Twenty-seven children (36%) had no chemotherapy or radiotherapy. At the time of evaluation,
60 were ambulatory (79%) and 16 were wheelchair dependent (21%). Fifteen patients (20%) died
because of their malignancy.

Radiological images were performed in 65 children and adolescents (86%) for spinal deformity
assessment. Forty of these patients (62%) had no spinal deformity (n = 31) or mild deformity (n = 9)
which required no treatment. Four patients (6%) had moderate spinal deformity with an average of 28◦
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(SD = 6.3; range 21–36◦), whereas 21 patients were diagnosed with severe deformity, the main curve
angle of which averaged at 80◦ (SD = 21.9; range 42–116◦).Cancers 2020, 12, x 4 of 13 
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Figure 1. Tumor entities of the studied pediatric population (n = 76).

Physiological kyphosis within the normal range of variation [14] was seen in 16 cases with an
average angle of 24◦ (SD = 7.5; range 15–37◦). Pathologic kyphosis occurred in 24 patients with an
average kyphosis angle of 66◦ (SD = 20.1; range 50–130◦). Normal lordosis patients (n = 21) had an
average curve degree of 24◦ (SD = 11.2; range 4–38◦). Pathologic lordosis beyond the normal range of
variation [15] was obvious in 13 patients with an average lordosis angle of 61◦ (SD = 14.6; range 41–97◦).

Surgical deformity correction was performed with bilateral VEPTR devices implanted in children
ten years or younger. Using this technique, nine cases were treated and received an average of nine
lengthening procedures every six months so far. As a result, the scoliotic curve was significantly
(p < 0.001) corrected from an average of 83◦ to 49◦ (41%) directly after surgical implantation (Figure 2).
Kyphosis significantly (p = 0.0133) improved from 60◦ to 38◦, whereas lordosis remained stable at 32◦.
A careful evaluation of CNS structures was performed prior to surgical spinal deformity correction.
This included MRI, neurosurgical evaluation, and analysis of evoked potentials in order to evaluate
the risk of neurological complications. There was no neurological deterioration in the treated group.

During puberty, twelve patients with spinal deformities received a definite spinal fusion.
Reasons were scoliosis alone (n = 2), kyphosis alone (n = 2), or a three-dimensional deformity
(n = 8). In two cases with severe, high, and rigid thoracic deformities of 108◦ and 105◦ (Figure 3),
halo traction was applied for eight weeks prior to surgical intervention, in order to reduce the
deformity through gradual correction. No neurological impairment occurred during halo traction.
Despite thorough pre-surgical and intra-surgical planning and spinal cord monitoring, loss of motor
function potential did occur in these severe cases during surgery. After ruling out screw misplacement
by CT scans, deformity correction was reduced to a point of compromise between the best possible
alignment and full motor function potential (Figure 3).

The significant (p = 0.0026) average scoliotic curve correction of the spinal fusion group (n = 12)
was from 66◦ to 32◦ (51%). Kyphosis significantly (p < 0.001) improved from 75◦ to 47◦, whereas lordosis
remained identical.
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Figure 2. Seven-year old girl with neurofibromatosis type I and scoliosis of 101◦ (a,b).
Bilateral rib-to-pelvis vertical expandable prosthetic titanium rib (VEPTR) devices were able to
correct the scoliotic deformity to 43◦ (c,d). VEPTR implants are surgically lengthened every six months
(e,f) to maintain the correction and to permit growth.
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Figure 3. Fifteen-year old boy who was diagnosed with intraspinal astrocytoma at age ten. He received
chemotherapy and radiotherapy. Five years later, severe thoracic spinal deformity had developed
(a–c). Halo traction was applied for gradual scoliosis and kyphosis correction as well as reduction
of the surgical risk due to neurological deterioration (d,e). Surgery was performed using spinal cord
monitoring. When erecting the spine, motor evoked potentials (MEP) disappeared. After controlling
correct screw placement by computed tomography, spinal deformity correction could only be performed
until MEP weakened, thus leaving considerate kyphosis as a residual deformity (f,g).

3. Discussion

Childhood tumors of the CNS, the spine, and the thorax may lead to spinal deformity. In
the literature, incidence rates for scoliosis after spinal tumors varies between 8 and 88% [5,15,16].
In our study population, radiological evaluation of the spine was obtained in 86% of the patients,
and out of these, about one third (38%) developed moderate to severe three-dimensional spinal
deformity. Radiological follow-up of the spine was only performed in children with developing
spinal deformities or where it was suspected that incorrect growth had started. Therefore, 14% of
patients were not radiologically evaluated but kept in the study population for a more realistic
perspective. Causes for the development of scoliosis, pathological kyphosis, or lordosis after spinal
tumors in children are multifactorial. One of the main problems leading to spinal deformity is spinal
column instability after laminectomy or laminoplasty, even though the latter method seems to be
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more favorable [17]. Unfavorable results seem to be caused by a four or more level laminectomy,
as well as its location in the thoracolumbar junction [2]. Additional factors are initial tumor grading,
radiotherapy, a relapse of a tumor, secondary malignancy after treatment, chemotherapy with adverse
effects on bone mineral density, and secondary osteoporosis [15,17–20]. It is well understood that
younger children are more prone to develop progressive deformities due to the remaining growth
potential of an immature skeleton [13,20,21].

Additionally, in our patient group, childhood tumor survivors were often presented late with
severe deformities in comparison to idiopathic or neuromuscular scoliosis patients, probably because
five-year survival after tumor surgery was the main objective. Neurological impairment also plays an
important role in the development of spinal deformities. The trigger for the development of scoliosis,
pathological kyphosis, or lordosis lies in the neuromuscular imbalance as seen in non-ambulatory
children with neuromuscular disease (e.g., Duchenne muscle dystrophy, spinal muscular atrophy,
and others) [22].

Despite their having a spinal deformity, some neurologically impaired but walking patients
did not receive surgical intervention at that time in order to preserve mobility. In children with
myelomeningocele it is well known that motion amplitudes of the trunk are related to the degree of
muscle weakness of the lower limbs [23]. Baniasad et al. [24] explored the significance of trunk and
upper extremity muscles in the paraplegic gait. From integrating these findings into an individual
treatment concept, surgical intervention may be cancelled or postponed in order to preserve function
and independence rather than correct statics.

Orthotic brace treatment is often unsuccessful in neuromuscular scoliosis and tumor-induced
spinal deformities [25]. Braces can be used to achieve trunk stability but usually do not sufficiently
correct pathological deformity in these patients. Again, a spine brace might negatively influence
walking in neurologically compromised patients. However, if severe curve progression was noted in
marginal ambulatory, neurologically impaired children, brace treatment was performed during sitting
activity (e.g., school) to halter curve progression. The numbers in this paper are too small to draw
significant conclusions and to prove whether this was a successful strategy.

Many studies have proven the efficiency of several growth-friendly spinal implants with various
fixation and distraction methods to control spinal deformity and allow thoracic growth [26–28].
Bilateral rib-to-pelvis VEPTR constructs have the advantage of leaving the spine untouched as well
as being expanded without the use of magnetic components, thus allowing MRI examinations after
device implantation [10]. In our study, nine skeletally immature patients received VEPTR treatment
with an average deformity correction of 41% after initial implantation, which lies within the range
of 29–41% correction as reported in other studies [11,12,27]. A small group of paraplegic children
with intraspinal tumors who were treated with bilateral growth-friendly spinal implants had been
previously analyzed and compared to neuromuscular patients by our study group [11]. Even though
these patient numbers are small, a significant initial curve correction constantly showed more severe
curve progression over time in the tumor group and less favorable pelvic obliquity control [11].

In adolescents with progressive or severe spinal deformity, definite spinal fusion is the treatment
of choice. In this study, the incidence of spinal fusion after spinal childhood tumors was 16% (n = 12),
which is within the literature’s described range of 15 to 27% [1,2]. Due to spinal cord alteration
that occurs either post-radiation or because of scar tissue from surgery, the neurological risk from
surgical correction is enhanced. Therefore, some authors [2,13,21] have analyzed and postulated
the effects of preventative spinal fusions in order to avoid progressive deformities later. Yao et al.
identified in age < 13 years preoperative spinal deformity, involvement of the thoracolumbar junction,
and tumor-associated syrinx as well as multiple tumor resections as independent risk factors for
the development of spinal deformity after intramedullary spinal cord tumors [2]. They postulated
preventative spinal fusion. However, this therapeutic concept was heavily criticized by others [29].
Possible other risks of spinal cord injuries include any developing myelopathies caused by severe
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spinal deformity, hypomochlion-like structures, and tethering. All these problems can cause chronic
spinal cord lesions, which may even perpetuate later after correction surgery.

The limitations of this retrospective, non-comparative, single-center study are that the patients were
recruited by three different medical specialties and presented for different reasons (e.g., primary tumor
diagnosis and treatment, surgical treatment of spinal cord malignancies, and treatment of spinal
deformity). Additionally, the lack of a prospective standardized evaluation at the time of initial
diagnosis, directly after intramedullary surgery and during follow-up, make a valid comparison difficult.
The multivariate analysis by Yao et al. identifying risk factors for the development of spinal deformities
which required spinal fusion in children with intramedullary spinal cord tumors was controversially
criticized by Angevine and McCormick [2,29]. They discussed that a retrospective, non-comparative,
single-center study may provide confirmatory evidence of previously noted associations, but that
statistically valid conclusions would be problematic. The same criteria can be applied to our investigation.
A prospective, multi-center, nationally or internationally based registry study with a prospective
follow-up design focusing on spinal deformity development after spinal, intra-spinal, and juxta-spinal
spinal tumors in children would answer many questions, such as the overall incidence of spinal
deformity, and dependent and independent confounding parameters. To our knowledge, however,
such investigations have not been performed so far. Therefore, we nevertheless feel that the presentation
of treatment options and results for these rare childhood tumors may help to improve individual
patient care. A sharpening of awareness for this problem will most likely help to detect scoliosis earlier,
thus preventing severe and more difficult to treat spinal deformities.

4. Materials and Methods

After approval was obtained by the institutional ethical review committee of the University
Medical Center Goettingen (DOK_125_2013, obtained 5 December 2013), we performed a retrospective
single-center analysis of children and adolescents with childhood tumors affecting the spine, spinal
canal, or paraspinal structures. The ethics committee waived the need for informed consent for
the study.

Patients were recruited either through (a) the Pediatric Hematology and Oncology department of
our university, (b) the Pediatric Neurosurgery unit for surgical treatment of CNS tumors, or (c) the
Pediatric Orthopedic Surgery for secondary treatment of spinal deformity. The majority of patients
were treated by several units. All patients in the study received a proper tumor workup.

Charts, tumor board recommendations, and radiographic investigations were reviewed for all
patients, and demographic, clinical, radiological, surgical, histopathological, and follow-up data
were collected.

Patients were grouped using the following entities—low-grade or high-grade spinal CNS
tumors, bone tumors, embryonal tumors, neurofibromatosis associated with spinal or paraspinal
tumors, and others. Initial treatment was analyzed and consisted mainly of biopsy, partial, subtotal,
or total neurosurgical resection (Figure 4), followed by either chemotherapy, radiotherapy, or both;
or no treatment at all. At follow-up, spinal deformities, mobilization, and mortality were analyzed.
Radiological follow-up of the spine was only performed in children with developing spinal deformity
or the suspicion that incorrect growth had started.

After radiological investigation, spinal deformity was divided into scoliosis, kyphosis, and lordosis.
Each quantification of curves was done using the Cobb angle [30]. Scoliosis was defined as not existent
(curve angle < 10◦), mild (10–20◦), moderate (21–40◦), and severe (>40◦). Thoracic kyphosis and
lumbar lordosis are highly variable in children and are age dependent [14]. Values that were graded
as pathological and were additionally quantified were those that were beyond the normal range of
variation [14], i.e. above 40◦, and those where abnormal curve patterns occurred such as kyphosis
within the lumbar region. Radiographic evaluations were performed using standing or sitting a.p.
(anterior posterior), lateral radiographs (Figure 5), MRI, or computed tomography (CT) scans if needed.
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Figure 5. Fifteen-year old girl with juxta-spinal neurofibromatosis and severe three-dimensional upper
thoracic spinal deformity (a–c). MRI prior to surgical treatment revealed severe neurofibromatosis with
thoracic obstruction, which was incompletely removed.

Spinal deformities were assessed before and after surgical treatment in cases that were indicated
for surgical spinal deformity correction. The surgical treatment consisted either of an implantation of
growth-friendly spinal devices with repetitive lengthening procedures in children younger than ten
years of age so as to allow spinal and thoracic growth or a definite spinal fusion during puberty, with
or without prior halo traction, to stretch and straighten the spine and to reduce neurological risks.
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Growth-friendly spinal implants such as bilateral vertical expandable prosthetic titanium ribs
(VEPTR) were implanted with a rib-to-pelvis fixation [8–12]. This spinal non-touch technique still
allowed MRI assessment of spinal tumors and neurosurgical intervention if needed. Indication for
definite spinal fusion was a severe curve progression, spinal instability, and a minimum age of 10 years.
In cases with less progression and milder curves, spinal fusion was performed ideally after reaching
adequate spinal length and towards the end of skeletal growth measured by Risser sign > 2 [31].

A subgroup of patients did not undergo surgical spinal deformity correction, either because of
unknown tumor survival, relapse, or in the case of barely ambulatory patients. The latter group had
impaired neurological function but were still able to walk through compensating trunk motion. In these
cases, spinal fusion after surgical treatment would most probably result in the loss of walking ability.
However, if progressive spinal deformity was observed for these patients, they were treated with
conservative braces instead of a surgery, mainly during sitting activities (e.g., school). Curve correction
during brace treatment was analyzed as well (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Girl with intramedullary glioma WHO I◦ from T8 to L3, which was initially diagnosed
at age two and partially removed using laminoplasty. At age 12, the patient had mild scoliosis and
hyperkyphosis as well as severe lordosis (a,b). At age 14, deformity had progressed to 53◦ scoliosis,
60◦ kyphosis and 97◦ lordosis (c,d). Brace therapy did not correct the deformity sufficiently (e,f).
Clinical presentation (g–j) reveals hip flexion contractures and enhanced lumbar lordosis. The patient
needed trunk motion for walking due to a neurological impairment after treatment.

The obtained data were reviewed statistically with a paired Student’s t-test using Excel
(Microsoft Corporations, Redmond, CA, USA). All data are presented as mean ± standard deviation.
Statistical significance was determined as p < 0.05.
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5. Conclusions

After spinal, intra-spinal, or juxta-spinal childhood tumors, a significant proportion of children
develop spinal deformity. Conservative treatment options vary from none, observation alone, to orthotic
brace therapy, which is usually not successful. In young children, growth-friendly spinal implants
significantly correct scoliosis, as well as definite spinal fusion during puberty. A careful evaluation of
neurological deficits and abilities is mandatory to apply the best individual care. A prospective clinical
and radiological evaluation for spinal deformities, along with the assessment of skeletal maturity,
postoperative serial clinical evaluations, and, if necessary, radiological evaluations, will most likely
improve individual treatment options and avoid severe, neurologically challenging deformities.
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